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Abstract
In this paper are presented a new results of testing travelling wave thermoacoustic
(TAc) generator, coupled with alternating current magnetohydrodinamic (MHD) generator in
FP7 project „Space Trips”. This project relates to experimental testing of radioisotopic-feeded
electrical power supply system for deep space applications. There are analized and described
experimental graphs of thermoacoustic generator like pressure oscillation amplitude as a
function of mean pressure and temperature. A certain extrapolation of them had been
performed. Also a thermoacoustic excitation graph is plotted, where are shown critical values
when acoustic power generation starts to generate soundwave.
1. General information
Thermoacoustic and magnetohydrodynamic (hereafter TAc and MHD) generators (see
Fig 1.) are parts in Space Thermoacoustic Radio-Isotopic Power System project
(SpaceTRIPS) for space application [1]. In space the radio-isotopic source produces heat. The
thermo-acoustic generator converts this thermal energy into mechanical power in form of
sound wave pressure oscillations. The MHD generator further converts sound into electricity.
This is achieved by oscillations of liquid sodium in a permanent magnetic field. Advantages
of system:
• Absolute contactless performance without any moving parts or bearings
• High expected overall efficiency: about 20%
• Possibility of having 50 Hz alternating voltage

Fig.1. Designed MHD+TAc space system together with laboratory created prototype
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2. Summary of performed new separate thermoacoustic generator tests
Before coupling TAc generator with MHD, both machines were tested separately and
only after coupled. Separate MHD tests were performed with laboratory made compressor
stand. The main learned lessons of these tests were validation of electrical energy generation
possibility, discovery of problematic liquid sodium free surface instability and finding
possible solutions of this problem.
There have been performed series of experiments with TAc generator with different
gas mean pressures and heating temperature. In Fig. 2. and 3. there are shown summary of
these experiments. For example, in Fig.2. are plotted curves of pressure oscillation amplitude
like a function of argon mean pressure with different constant heater temperatures. Maximum
reached pressure oscillation amplitude, as can be seen, was 2,7 bars on 40 bar mean pressure.
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Fig. 2. Pressure oscillation amplitude like a function of Ar mean pressure
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Fig. 3. Pressure oscillation amplitude like a function of heater temperature
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3. Theoretical calculation of a real-built MHD generator prototype efficiency
Before testing MHD generator, there were performed some numerical calculations to
evaluate teoretical efficiency of prototype.
An MHD generator was considered as consisting of 2 electrical machines: transformer
and conduction type alternating current MHD generator [2,3]. With this approach, for
parameter calculation there can be used transformer equivalent circuit (see Fig. 4.).

Fig. 4. Equivalent circuit of transformer, used in theoretical calculation
Basic equations used in calculations are Ohm’s law:
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and power generation:
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together with:
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where df is electromagnetic force density. Then electromagnetic power, transfered
to liquid metal can be written as:
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.

The variables in 3.4. subintegral terms are magnetic field distribution in the MHD
generator axial crossection and inside sodium gap (Fig.5., corresponding to lower left and
lower right) and electric field inside sodium channel in 2 components. One of them – electric
current distribution inside liquid metal and another – in opposite direction, in the ends of gap
(Fig. 5., corresponding to upper left and right). The numerical models were created in 2D
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FEM program „Quickfield“. Real magnetic field measurements were performed in several
points inside the MHD generator and had a good agreement between model and experiment.
In lower right plot it can be seen, that counter-current flow, creates a shunting effect, which
leads to efficiency decrease.
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Fig. 5. Numerical simulation of electric and magnetic fields inside the MHD generator
Having these calculations, it’s possible to obtain an MHD efficiency graph, which was
calculated using numerical integration with basic Simpson’s rule. This is shown in theoretical
calculation, in Fig. 6.
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Fig. 6. Theoretical calculated MHD generator prototype efficiency
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4. Experimental results of coupling experiment
After connecting MHD generator to TAc, there had been performed first successful
coupling test, where a certain electrical power had been obtained in the output coil of MHD
generator [4].
The experimental results of generated power, are seen in Fig.7. A simple variable
electrical potentiometer had been connected to MHD generator output coil. Maximum power
generation reached is 6,5 W.

Fig. 7. Electric mean power extracted in first MHD+TAc coupling experiment
Extracted power at these conditions is not high, however, taking into account supplied
pressure oscillation amplitude and introduced sodium flowrate, total efficiency of MHD
generator energy conversion, calculated from experimental data (Fig. 8.), is close enough to
theoretical evaluations in Fig.6.

Fig. 8. Experimentally obtained MHD efficiency graphs on different TAc gas mean pressures
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Conclusions
Experiments with liquid were performed using specially designed floats like a free
surface stabilizers, which were found a good solution for stabilization of liquid metal splashes.
This methodology were used both in MHD-alone (compressor) experiments and also in
coupling test.
Experiments showed, that both machines – TAc and MHD generators can work and
generate useful power both together or separately. It is clear, that there is no reason of having
gravity impact on electromagnetic MHD energy conversion process, as well as TAc sound wave
propagation. However it is complicated to estimate behavior of liquid metal oscillations inside
the system in a real Space conditions without gravity.
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